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Postcard Message for 2nd and 3rd Voter Contact 

Project 11 packet includes the names and contact information for: 

1. Newly registered in LD11 Dems & ‘O’s (‘O’ means ‘Other’ in AZ. An ‘O’ is someone registered to vote but not 

registered as a Democrat or Republican) 

2. Dems who didn’t vote (chose not to–moved-or-died) They didn’t vote in 2018 but, were registered to vote. 

Easiest way to start is to highlight all the Dems in your packet who are on NOT on PEVL.  

To ALL Dems that aren’t on PEVL:  

1. Write a personal message. A simple- sample postcard msg below. 

2. Then, write this message on bottom of card & draw an arrow to the website: 

 Vote safely from home. Here’s how 

 (draw an arrow to website printed on bottom of postcard)  AZGroundGame.org/Project11 

 …or print out sticky labels with this info…see postcard doc for sample of how labels can look.   

Sample postcard message to Everyone in your packet: (many more samples on the additional postcard doc) 

Greetings! (or Dear…. _______ (first name of person you are writing to), 

I believe that the only thing preventing us from having a better future is the belief that ‘it doesn’t 

matter’ who is elected to office…. reducing our voter turnout. 

AZ is 49th in Education and 1st in incarceration rates. Our taxes unfairly give breaks to the rich and our 

roads are falling apart. This is directly due to who is currently elected to office. 

We can fix this! Your vote is powerful.  It can restore decency and good government. 

Thank you for being a voter. 

I am a TAGG Volunteer in this neighborhood. I’ll call soon. 

In good health, (your full name) (your phone number or use one of the TAGG Team leads #) 

AZGroundGame.org/Project11 

Questions regarding packets?  Email Tig Gardiner (tig@gardinertm.com) on The Arizona Ground Game team 

Questions?  Email Your Group contact or email TAGG  thegroundgametucson@gmail.com  

 

This is a sample of a postcard written by a 
Hawaiian volunteer.  

They printed their own postcards with our 
web info printed directly on the card.  

Choose an interesting postcard. If you have 
one that is indicative of the state you live in, 
that is best! 

When you write, please cross over the 
middle line…it is more personal that way. 

mailto:tig@gardinertm.com
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Dear _____,  

I find myself asking, "What the heck happened to AZ over the last 25 years?" We are 49th in the country in 

Education. We have the highest incarceration rates and our roads are falling apart.  

This does not have to be this way and we can use our vote to change this.  

Voting for Mark Kelly brings common sense to our Government… and our local candidates directly affect our 

schools, our health care, taxes, jobs…  

This is the first time I will be voting a 'Single-Shot' that means I am only voting for one candidate for House: Dr. 

Perez and one for Senate: JoAnna Mendoza.  

Ask me about ‘Single-shot’  

I am a TAGG Volunteer in this area through November. I’d love to talk with you. ( Name ) 123-456-7890  

AZGroundGame.org/Project11  

“The best way to predict our future is to choose it.” 
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